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Intro to the Virtual Cross-cultural Workplace: 
Cultivate Global Skills from Your Living Room 

Virtual cross-cultural 
experiences have unique 
benefits and challenges. 

 

Remote Work  
is a Form of 
Travel 
Treat it that way! Working with 
another culture remotely means 
you’re traveling every time you 
open your laptop and log in to 
work. Even though your home is 
(quite literally) your comfort zone, 
make the effort to step outside it 
when you’re completing a virtual 
international program. Here are 
some preliminary tips: 

Engage in pre-departure preparation: 
Read up on your host culture and their approach to business. Make 
notes about what you expect might be different to working with a North 
American manager. 

Develop a routine of “traveling” to work: 
Although you’ll be working from your own laptop, we suggest that you 
develop a routine, lasting about five minutes, where you mentally 
prepare yourself to “travel” to your employer’s culture. Have a quiet 
coffee, listen to a local news station from your host city, or review your 
cross-cultural journal. 

Find an international buddy: 
Find a student on campus who comes from your host country, or who 
has spent significant time there. Ask if you can grab a coffee and pick 
their brain about their host culture. Your campus study abroad office 
may be able to assist you with finding the right person. 

Prepare for growing pains: 
Although you're not traveling physically, you're still immersing yourself 
into a foreign culture, and as such you can expect some mild 
professional culture shock as you adapt to your host culture. Their 
priorities, routines, hierarchies, and modes of communication will likely 
be different from yours, possibly in quite nuanced ways. Be patient, 
allowing yourself time to observe and adjust. 

We live in the age of all things digital!  
Over the past decade, remote work has 
become extremely common, and more 
young people are being asked to work online 
across national and cultural borders.  
In addition, as Covid-19 delayed travel plans, an exciting world of online 
internships, work placements and study “abroad” opportunities popped up, 
allowing students to boost cross-cultural knowledge while living at home in 
North America. 

Technically, these relationships often work smoothly, since video 
conferencing and management software make instant communication 
simple. But the cross-cultural element can feel more perplexing, since you 
lack the advantage of face-to-face communication with colleagues and 
managers. It’s also possible that the people you work with abroad may still 
be getting used to remote work and may not be totally familiar with the latest 
software. 

The good news is that the skills you develop for virtual cross-cultural 
relationships will stand you in good stead for all remote work -- which is the 
way of the future! 
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Manage your 
workspace 

Just because you're working from home doesn't mean you don't 
need office space. Create a defined work area that is well-
organized, tidy, free from distractions and located away from 
other housemates or family if possible. 

 

Manage your  
time zones 

Envision your employer's time zone as you work. When 
referencing meetings or deadlines, always indicate the time zone 
(using your employer's). Consider using calendar software to help 
you keep track of the time change. Above all, relish the benefits 
of working across time zones! Often, it means that you only share 
a limited portion of the working day overlapping with your host 
company, and you are therefore able to work independently for 
several hours and deliver work to your managers for when they 
arrive to start the day. 

 

Have flexible  
project outcomes 

As with every international program, patience is a virtue for 
anyone working virtually across borders. Be open to your 
employer's way of working. Do they prioritize tasks or 
relationships? Do they consider a project successful if it's done 
independently and speedily? Or slowly and collaboratively? Stay 
open-minded and observant as you plan and manage project 
outcomes. 

 

Have clear skill-
building outcomes 

Set yourself skill-building goals before beginning your virtual 
program. Which specific international skills and traits do you want 
to develop? How will you describe and fit these into your 
professional profile after your program is complete. Target your 
outcomes and keep your eyes peeled for potential career stories 
during your placement. 

 

Get chatty! 

If your colleagues and managers abroad are open to it, try to 
have social chats for a few minutes at the beginning or end of 
work video meetings. Casual socializing is likely to give you 
excellent insight into your host culture. Bone up on their sports 
teams, weather patterns, major cultural events, and more, so that 
you can demonstrate an active interest when chatting. 

 

Above all, treat your 
virtual international 
experience as a 
serious cross-cultural 
opportunity. 

Take steps to immerse yourself more fully in your employer’s 
culture, both during and after work hours. You’d be surprised how 
much cultural insight you can gain from collaborating online. 

  

Make Your Virtual Placement  
A Cross-cultural Success  
In addition to the preliminary tips above, and, of course, a 
focus on developing the all-important 3 Core Global 
Competencies, there are certain elements you can focus on 
to make your virtual cross-cultural placement a success.  

 View 
The 3 Core Global 
Competencies & 
Career Readiness 
(12 pgs) 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/file.myworldabroad.com/QuickGuides/Global-Competencies.pdf
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Enhance Your Virtual Journey 

 

 
For those eager to delve 
deeper, explore this 
comprehensive guide. 
 

Boost the Cross-cultural Value 
of Your Virtual Internship 
(5 pgs) 

 

In fact, you should look at the 
complete range of articles in 
the Virtual International 
Internships section on the 
MyWorldAbroad website. 
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